In these days, we can see digital signages in many places, for example, inside stations or trains with the distribution of attractive promotional video clips. Users can easily get additional information related to such video clips via mobile devices such as smartphone by using some websites for retrieval. However, such retrieval is time-consuming and sometimes leads users to incorrect information. Therefore, it is desirable that the additional information can be directly obtained from the video clips. We implement a suitable digital watermarking method on smartphone to extract watermarks from video clips on signages in real-time. The experimental results show that the proposed method correctly extracts watermarks in a second on smartphone. key words : digital watermarking, video watermarking, recaptured video, smartphone, signage 
Introduction
In these days, we can see digital signages in many places, for example, inside stations or trains. Such signages will be more popular because promotional video clips are attractive. Users can easily get an additional information related to such video clips via mobile devices such as smartphone by using some websites for retrieval. However, such retrieval is time-consuming and sometimes lead users to incorrect information. Therefore, it is desirable that the additional information related to video clips on signages can be directly obtained from them. Digital watermarking technique is one solution for it.
Digital watermarking is an technique which embeds an additional information into images, audio, videos, etc. by modifying them imperceptibly. The embedded information is called watermark. For the above purpose, the additional information related to video clips is embedded into them by digital watermarking technique. The digital watermarking methods for the purpose should satisfy the following requirements. First, the methods should have the robustness against recapturing including color changes and slight geometrical distortion. Second, the processing time for extracting watermarks should be short enough for users to feel convenient, where psychological researches show that the response time without users' stress is in 2-8 seconds [1] , [2] . Moreover, the processing time should be short for extracting watermarks from short video clips such as TV commercials of 15 seconds. There are some other techniques which access additional information by using a content itself as a key to access it [3] , [4] . Such techniques have the advantage of visual quality because they need not to modify contents. However, users should get the pre-defined features of the contents before accessing additional information. Moreover, the computational cost for calculating the features is too high for mobile devices. Therefore, a server for calculating the features is required. In other aspects, this technique cannot extract different information from visually same video clips. This characteristic is not suitable for some promotional video clips of a popular style, for example, various versions of commercials having overlapping scenes.
There are some digital watermarking methods robust against geometrical distortion [5] - [7] . However, the robustness against recapturing of those methods is not clear. Moreover, their computational costs are too high for mobile devices. For example, Nakatsuji et. al. proposed a digital watermarking method robust against recapturing [8] . The processing time of Nakatsuji's method is about 1 minute on a desktop PC, which is not suitable for the processing on mobile devices in real time.
Nakamura et. al. proposed a digital watermarking method robust against recapturing [9] . The authors investigated the performance of their method on mobile phones and the computational cost was low enough for mobile phones. However, Nakamura's method have a restriction about target video clips. In Nakamura's method, all sides of target video clips must have a high difference of luminance from the edge of the screen where the video clips are displayed because it employed Side Trace Algorithm (STA) [10] - [13] for estimating a watermarked region. The restriction involved not only the edge style of the screen but also the style of target video clips. The target video clips of Nakamura's method should not have a similar luminance than the edges of the screen.
In this paper, we propose a new fast digital watermarking method robust against recapturing without any restriction of the screen and target video clips. We implement the proposed method on smartphone and investigate the performance of it in practical use. We use the difference between frames for embedding procedure so that the proposed method has robustness against color changes by recapturing and is fast enough for smartphone. We employ the traces of watermarking for estimating a watermarked region. This characteristic does not cause either restriction Copyright c 2017 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers of a screen and target video clips or additional modification to watermarked videos. The practical experiments using smartphones show that the proposed method correctly extract watermarks from recaptured videos in a second in most cases.
The rest sections of this paper are as follows: In Sect. 2, the detail of the proposed method is described. In Sect. 3, the experimental results show the performance of the proposed method. In this section, we also discuss the performance for watermark competition. In Sect. 4, we conclude this paper.
Proposed Method

Overall Flow
In this section, the overall flow of embedding and extracting procedures are described. Figure 1 and Fig. 2 show the flows of embedding and extracting procedures, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 1 , in advance, watermark is coded by convolutional code which is one of error correcting codes. Then, the obtained code array is embedded into an original video to obtain a watermarked video. The detail of the embedding of the code array is described in Sect. 2.2.
As shown in Fig. 2 , firstly M frames are obtained by recapturing, where the obtained frames are generally composed of both of a watermarked region and a non- watermarked region (a watermarked video and background), or only non-watermarked region (only background). Secondly, a watermarked region is estimated based on the obtained M frames, where the extracting procedure makes a fresh start if the estimation procedure fails. This procedure is called the estimation procedure of watermarked region. Thirdly, a code array is extracted from the estimated watermarked region. Finally, the extracted code array is decoded based on Viterbi decoding, where the extracting procedure makes a fresh start if the cost of the shortest path is large. The details of the extraction of code array and the estimation of a watermarked region are described in Sect. 2.3 and Sect. 2.4, respectively.
Embedding Procedure
In this section, we describe the procedure titled "Embedding of code array" in Fig. 1 .
Step1. Let a watermark be
The watermark is coded using convolutional code to obtain the code array c = {c i |c i ∈ {−1, 1}, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2N}, where the code rate and the constraint length of the convolutional code are 1/2 and 7, respectively. Step2. The pattern frame is generated based on the code array c in the manner of the following process. Firstly, the pattern frame is initialized as an image of size W×H pixels same as the size of a original frame. Next, the pattern frame is divided into X × Y blocks, where the size of a block is W/X × H/Y pixels. Then, c i is assigned to each block in raster scan order excluding corner blocks. Figure 3 shows the relationship between the code array c and the blocks in the pattern frame. All pixels in a block are set 0 or 1 same as the corresponding c i . The pixels in the corner blocks are fixed as 1, where the corner blocks are used for deciding extraction condition in the extracting procedure. Therefore, the relationship among N, X and Y is N = (XY − 4)/2. Step3. The pattern frame generated in the previous step is defined as positive pattern, while the pattern frame with sign reversal is defined as negative pattern. Positive patterns and negative ones are assigned to the original frames as positive, negative, negative, and positive. These four patterns are assigned repeatedly. Then, the assigned patterns weighted by T i are added to the original frames to obtain watermarked frames, where the weight for each block in each pattern frame is calculated as follows:
where d i , S and round() represents the mean of the pixels in the i-th block in the difference frame of successive two frames in one unit for embedding, pre-defined watermarking strength, and the function of rounding off to be an integer. The pixels in the watermarked frames are adjusted to the range [0, 255] by modifying the pixels out of the range to 0 or 255. Figure 4 shows the assignment and addition of pattern frames to original frames. As shown in Fig. 4 , the subtraction of two successive watermarked frames with different patterns makes a positive or negative pattern. This characteristic is utilized in the extracting procedure and the estimation procedure for a watermarked region.
Extracting Procedure
In this section, we describe the procedures titled "Extraction of code array," "Viterbi decoding + Calculation of reliability" and "Reliable?" in Fig. 2 . Therefore, the inputs are M frames obtained by the estimation procedure for the watermarked region, as described in Sect. 2.4 from recaptured M frames, where the size of the inputs are adjusted to the same size of the recaptured video as described in Sect. 2.4.
Step1. The M − 1 difference frames are obtained from all of two successive frames in the M frames. Step2. The M − 1 difference frames include the frames obtained from watermarked frames with the same pattern frames (positive-positive or negative-negative). The absolute pixel values in such difference frames are smaller than those in difference frames obtained from watermarked frames with the different pattern frames (positive-negative or negative-positive). Therefore, the remaining steps are applied only to the half of the difference frames in decreasing order of the mean of all absolute pixel values in each difference frame. Step3. The difference frames are divided into XY blocks in the same manner of the embedding procedure. Step4. The code array is extracted from the blocks (excluding the corner blocks) in the raster scan order based on the condition for extraction. The condition for extraction is selected according to the pixel values in the corner blocks. Step5-A is selected when the mean of the pixel values in the corner blocks is larger than 0, otherwise Step5-B is selected. Step5-A. One bit c i in the code array is extracted as 1 when the mean of the pixel values in the corresponding block is larger than 0, otherwise extracted as 0.
Step5-B.
One bit c i in the code array is extracted as 0 when the mean of the pixel values in the corresponding block is larger than 0, otherwise extracted as 1. Step6. The extracted code array is fixed based on the majority rule for each bit obtained in the previous step. Step7. The watermark is obtained by decoding the extracted code array using Viterbi decoding, where the cost of the shortest path is calculated so as to evaluate the reliability. The extraction procedure starts again if the cost of the shortest path would be larger than R, where R is a pre-defined threshold.
Estimation Procedure for Watermarked Region
In this section, we describe the procedures titled "Estimation of watermarked region" and "Success?" in Fig. 2 . The inputs are the recaptured M frames.
Step1. The M − 1 difference frames are obtained from every pair of successive frames in the M frames. Then, the M − 1 difference frames are divided into blocks for estimation of size B x × B y pixels. Step2. In this step, the processing to one block for an estimation is explained. Let a = {a f |1 ≤ f ≤ M − 1} be the sequence of the mean of the pixel values in the block for estimation, where a f represents the mean of the pixel values in the block for estimation in f -th difference frame. The successive means of the pixel values in a watermarked region repeat the pattern of positive value, value close to 0, negative value, and value close to 0 because the difference between the frames in the same unit is a positive value or a negative value, while the difference between the frames in the different unit is close to 0 as described in Sect. 2.2 and as shown in Fig. 4 . Therefore this pattern can be used to estimate whether the block for estimation is in a watermarked region or not. The estimation procedure employs four cyclic patterns of the above pattern based on three differences between four successive means a f , a f +1 , a f +2 , a f +3 as follows:
where A represents pre-defined threshold for estimation. For example, the pattern of Eq. (2) is corresponding to {a f , a f +1 , a f +2 , a f +3 } = {positive, 0, negative, 0}. The frame index f is increased one by one. Then, the block for estimation is regarded as the candidate of watermarked regions when the block for estimation satisfies one of Eqs. (2)- (5) over m times, where m is predefined constant value. The block for estimation satisfying the above condition is called candidate block.
Step3. The candidate block image is generated by putting a pixel value 1 when the corresponding block for estimation is regarded as candidate block, otherwise 0. The candidate block image is a binary image of size (W /B x ) × (H /B y ) pixels, where W and H represents the width and height of the recaptured video, respectively. Step4. Closing operation in morphology is applied to the candidate block image, where closing operation is the processing of dilation and erosion in this order. Dilation is the processing replacing a pixel value with 1 if one of the 8-neighbor pixels is 1, while erosion is the processing replacing a pixel value with 0 if one of the 8-neighbor pixels is 0. By employing this processing, some candidates of watermarked regions are connected if they are separated closely. Step5. Labeling operation based on 4-neighbors is applied to the candidate block image in order to use pixels as connected components. Then, all connected components except for the largest connected component are erased. In the following step, the four corners of the largest connected component is estimated with the validity check as a watermarked region. Step6. First, the smallest rectangle enclosing the largest connected component is obtained. Second, the points of contact between the rectangle and the largest connected component for each side of the rectangle. Third, all sides of the rectangle are rotated on each point of contact so that the number of the pixel values 1 on the rotated side is more than L% of the corresponding width W /B x or height H /B y of the candidate block image to the point of contact. The direction of the rotation is decided so that the corner of the rectangle relatively far from the point of contact would go to inside of the rectangle. Moreover, the rotated side is fixed with the minimum rotation with satisfying the above condition. Finally, four intersection points of two adjacent rotated sides are obtained, where the estimation procedure makes a fresh start if there is no rotated sides satisfying the above condition or obtained intersection point is out of the candidate image. Step7. The region surrounded by the four rotated sides is corrected using projective transformation such that the four corner points of the region fit the corresponding corner points of the size of the recaptured frames. Then, the corrected region is regarded as the estimated watermarked region.
Experiments
Experimental Condition
The original videos are five HD video clips produced by IHC committee, where the original videos are 1920 × 1080 pixels, 900 frames and 30 seconds, that is 30 fps. The video clips can be downloaded from the FTP server described in IHC evaluation criteria † . The titles of the original videos are Basketball, Lego, Library, Walk1 and Walk2, where the thumbnail images of each original video can be seen in IHC evaluation criteria. Basketball is a video of basketball game with active players. Lego is a video of a moving robot in ellipse on white background. Library is a video of bookshelf filled by books. Walk1 is a video of walking persons in front of a building and trees. Walk2 is a video of walking persons in front of a building, and ripples on water surface in the front. The camera position are fixed excluding Library, while the camera of Library is panning. We use ffmpeg † † for MPEG-4 compression.
For embedding, Pb components in original videos are used because human visual system is relatively insensitive for Pb components. The watermarking strength S = 6 is used as the smallest one without extraction errors based on preliminary experiments, where we found that there are some extraction errors when S = 2, 4 by investigating the condition of S = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10. We employ two watermarks of length 16 bits and 22 bits, where the 16 and 22 bits watermarks are 0101010100000000 and 0101010101010100000000, respectively, where the last 6 bits (the constraint length of the convolutional code minus 1) are fixed as 0 for the stable correction by the convolutional code. The reason why we use the above watermarks is that the edge between a watermarked block of "0" and that of "1" may be perceptible according to the proposed algorithm. Moreover, the estimation of a watermarked region (5) requires 4 difference frames. In the estimation of watermarked region, the trace of a watermark tend to be missed. Therefore, the parameter A is fixed as the smallest value A = 1. We discuss the influence of changing other parameters in Sect. 3.3.
We implement the proposed method on iPhone 5s and iPhone 6s Plus as iPhone App, where only iPhone 6s Plus has optical image stabilization. Figure 5 shows the implemented application. In Fig. 5 the four circles in the application indicate the estimated corners of the watermarked region. The number in the central area of the application is the extracted watermark (which is correct). Figure 6 shows the experimental setup. As shown in Fig. 6 , the watermarked videos on the screen of resolution 3840 × 1920 at 70 inch signage (SHARP PH-H701) are recaptured by the camera on iPhone 5s and iPhone 6s Plus held in a hand meanwhile a watermark is extracted via our iPhone App. The resolutions of recapturing for iPhone 5s and iPhone 6s Plus are , where the length of a watermark is N = 22. We extract watermarks from all M successive frames in each watermarked videos, where M = 5. Therefore, the number of extractions is 896 (900 frames minus (5 − 1)). We confirmed that all watermarks are correctly extracted for all extractions. Table 1 and Table 2 shows the PSNRs (Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio) and SSIMs (Structural SIMilarity) of watermarked videos with S = 6 and N = 16, 22, respectively. The PSNR (or SSIM) is calculated as the mean of the PSNRs (or SSIMs) among all original frames and the corresponding watermarked frames after MPEG-4 compression. Table 1 shows that the PSNRs of N = 16 and those of N = 22 are almost same. It is a natural result because the amount of modification for each pixel to embed watermarks of length N = 16 and 22 is same each other, meanwhile the block sizes are different. Table 2 shows that the SSIMs of N = 22 are relatively lower than those of N = 16, although there are not so much difference. One possibility of lower SSIMs is that the smaller block size may interfere the structure of original videos.
Quality of Watermarked Videos
Extraction Performances with Various Parameters
We investigate the extraction performances of changing (B x , B y ), L, and R. The extraction performance consist of the average processing time and the average number of loops for the extraction from recaptured videos, and the total number of extraction errors in all extractions, where "extraction error" means that an extracted watermark is different from the embedded one. The processing time is calculated for a whole extracting procedure shown in Fig. 2 . The number of loops consists of one loop of successful extraction, failure loops caused by the estimation for watermarked region in Sect. 2.4, and failure loops caused by the evaluation based on the cost of the shortest path in Viterbi decoding at Step.7 in Sect. 2.3. Note that "successful extraction" can include extraction error. The average number of loops is calculated by the total number of loops divided by the total number of extraction. The basic condition is (B x , B y ) = (5, 5), L = 10 and R = 3 same as those in Sect. 3.1. Then one parameter of them is changed. The smartphone is fixed at a tripod in this experiment. Table 3 shows the extraction performance with various (B x , B y ). The change of the block size (B x , B y ) for estimating watermarked region affects the processing time of the estimation because the number of the blocks also changes. The average processing time only for the estimation is 50, 41, 39 [msec] for (B x , B y ) = (3, 3), (5, 5) and (7, 7), respectively. On the other hand, the number of loops is the smallest when (B x , B y ) = (5, 5). Then we conclude that (B x , B y ) = (5, 5) is the best. Table 4 shows the extraction performance with various L. The larger L represents more strict condition for estimating watermarked regions. Therefore, watermarked regions are missing if L is too large. We fixed L = 10 which is the largest L without extraction errors. Table 5 shows the extraction performance with various R. The larger R directly causes extraction errors in the evaluation at Step.7 in Sect. 2.3, while too small R causes the increase of the number of loops due to strict evaluation. Therefore, we fixed R = 3 which is the largest R without extraction errors.
Comparison between iPhone 5s and iPhone 6s Plus
We extract watermarks with iPhone 5s and iPhone 6s Plus from watermarked videos on the signage for 100 times, where the distance between the iPhones and the signage is 180, 270, and 360 [cm] , where the length of a watermark is N = 16. Figures 7-9 show the recaptured frames of distance 180, 270, and 360[cm] with iPhone 6s Plus. Tables 6-8 show the average processing time [msec] and the average number of loops for a extraction from recaptured videos with iPhone 5s and iPhone 6s Plus when the distance is 180, 270, and 360[cm], respectively. As shown in Tables 6-8 , there is no extraction error. The average processing time with iPhone 6s Plus is slightly longer than that with iPhone 5s in most cases, while the average number of loops is reduced. It is because of the larger size of a recaptured frame with iPhone 6s Plus although the performance of iPhone 6s Plus is higher than that of iPhone 5s. On the other hand, the lower average number of loops demonstrates that the performance for the estimation and evaluation in Sect. 2.4 and Sect. 2.3 with iPhone 6s Plus is higher than that with iPhone 5s. In the case of Walk2, the reason why the average processing time and the average number of loops are relatively larger is because of some specific cases with the large number of loops. One reason of such dispersion is the existence of complex movement areas, for example, ripples on water surface in Walk2. It strongly influences the difference of successive frames. The camera panning also influences them. However, such movement for a whole frame does not disturb correct extractions according to the performances of Library in Tables 6-8 . For deeper analysis, the ratios of failure loops are investigated. Table 9 shows the ratios of failure loops for all extraction loops of each video in Table 7 . The numbers in Table 9 are the ratios of failures in the estimation for watermarked region in Sect. As shown in Table 9 , both of the ratios of the failures of the estimation and evaluation are reduced with iPhone 6s Plus in most case excluding the failure of the evaluation of "Walk1" and "Walk2." From this fact, it is confirmed that the longer processing time with iPhone 6s Plus is caused by the larger size of input frames. Moreover, the amount of the increase of the processing time is mild due to the higher computational performance. The smaller number of loops with iPhone 6s Plus is supported by the higher resolutional Plus for 100 trials when the camera position is 30, 45, 60 degrees from the center of the signage, respectively. The label "right" and "left" in Tables 13-15 means the camera position is right or left from the center of signage, respectively. The direction of the signage in Fig. 8 is changed so that the relative camera position is corresponding to the above angles. The smartphone is fixed at a tripod in this experiment. There is no extraction error in these conditions. In the case of 75 degrees, extractions are not successful in most cases. In Tables 13-15 , the average processing time and the average number of loops are similar to those with iPhone 6s Plus in Table 7 in most cases excluding Walk2 of all angles and Walk1 of 45 degrees left. We can confirm that the proposed method is robust against various camera position without the dependency of videos in most cases. In each  table of Tables 13-15 , the performance of each video is similar to each other. One reason of this stability is the use of a tripod. Therefore, some of the exceptional cases described in Sect. 3.5 are seemingly caused by camera shake.
Conclusion
We described a new watermarking method extracting watermarks from recaptured videos in real time and its practical implementation on smartphone. The proposed method can estimate a watermarked region only with the traces of watermarking and extract watermarks correctly in a second in most cases. The future work would be the improvement of the quality of watermarked videos and the introduction of the acceleration sensors on smartphone to reduce the effects of camera shake in practical use. The robustness against various lightings is also important future work for the use in practical conditions.
